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On March 20, 2010, Bob Hainstock, a major impetus in the
founding of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc., passed
away at his home.
Bob had been our first president
although he preferred the term
“Benevolent Dictator” to the more
formal honorarium. And that fit
him very well as Bob was an unassuming, down-to-earth kind of guy
who always had time to talk to who
ever expressed interest in the
GB&W or trains in general. He had
been involved with trains, both prototype and model for most of his
life. Before becoming involved
with the GBWHS, Inc. Bob had
been a member of the NRHS, the
South Carolina Railroad Museum
and the NRM. Thanks in large to
Bob, the GBWHS, Inc. is now a
501(c)3 Wisconsin Corporation.
I have known Bob far too short
a time. In that time we became
friends and confidants. His wit and
wisdom will be missed by many.
Bob passed due to a diabetic
episode that stopped his heart at age
54. My friends Bob has left us too
soon. But he now rests in a place
where red and grey Alco’s may still
burble their way to and from Kewaunee to service the auto ferries.
—-John Hagen
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The GBWHS, Inc. has experienced a tremendous
loss that words alone cannot begin to describe. Our founder
and my mentor Robert Hainstock passed away
unexpectedly at his home March 20th, 2010. Bob was one of
those people who really had a passion for railroading both
in his personal and professional life. Bob started with the
WC and was continuing to work for the CN as a
Yardmaster in Neenah, WI and Green Bay, WI. I met Bob
through an ebay bidding war back in 2004 or so and
the emails never stopped from there. When Bob circulated
the idea to form a historical society for the GBW and he
enlightened me regarding his experiences with the NRHS
and the South Carolina Railroad Museum I stepped up
immediately. Bob taught me a lot about railroading and
gave me one (of many) very important life lessons;
Railroaders do not over complicate things; they look to
make as few moves as possible to ensure that they get the
work done efficiently, effectively, and most importantly
safely. Through this motto I have served under Bob and
now serve as your President of the GBWHS. While Bob
may be gone to a higher calling the GBWHS will remain a
connection to his legacy and will be carried forward by
those Board Members and Officers who are currently
serving, as well as those in the future who will step up to
carry forth this passion for Green Bay's hometown railroad.
The GBWHS has been honored to receive Bob's
massive collection of Green Bay & Western memorabilia as
well as many gifts donated as a memorial to Bob. The acts
have served to demonstrate that Bob started a meaningful
outlet to remember those railroaders who worked for one of
the friendliest and most family oriented railroads around. I
have already begun cataloging these artifacts; a task will
take some time to complete.
On a far more pleasant note The GBWHS will be
holding its 4th annual dinner and meeting at the Rock
Garden Restaurant. The featured guests are Doug McGee
and Kevin Johnson who will give a presentation of photos
taken by H. Weldon McGee during the late 1950's.
Hope to see you there April 24th 2010
-Jesse Fameree

This issue contains a one-time-only black logo in
memory of our founder and first president, my friend,
Bob Hainstock.
Photo of Bob is cropped out of the Andy Laurent
photo of the Board of Directors taken 07/18/2009
The washout RS photo from the camera of H. Weldon
McGee

MEMORIES OF BOB HAINSTOCK

One of
moments.

Bob’s

proudest

Presenting the Honorary
Membership to Stan Mailer
during the 2007 Titletown Train
Show.

-Jesse Fameree

PHOTO SEARCH

Bob doing what Bob would always do during a show. Search for more photos. His
collection must number in the thousands
but to Bob, there was no such thing as
“Too many pictures” when it came to
trains.

-GBWHS Archives
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TRAIN OPERATIONS ON THE KEWAUNEE DIVISION
By
Dan Luedke
In September of 1968, when I started on the
GB&W as a brakeman, the Kewaunee Division
hosted two trains a day each way; these were run 7
days a week. Trains #4 and # 1 were the "day Kewaunee jobs" and trains #2 and #3 were the "night
Kewaunee jobs." In going back through my timetable
collection, trains #4, 1, 2, and 3 first appeared in
timetable #70, dated October 17, 1943; these were
Norwood to Kewaunee trains and return. In the same
timetable were trains #11 and 12; these were Norwood to Casco Junction to Sturgeon Bay and return
trains. In the timetable before this, #69, dated September 6, 1942, the Norwood to Kewaunee trains
were #30,31,38 and 39. The Sturgeon Bay trains
were #34 and 35. By 1943, the new train numbers
were implemented.
TRAIN #4 AND # 1, "THE DA Y KEW AUNEE JOB",
1968 ERA
Timetable #89, which was issued on February 26,
1967 and was in effect yet in September 1968 when
I started, showed the earliest time eastbound #4
could be ordered at Norwood was 5:45 a.m.; a call
this early rarely happened. I would say the "normal"
call for #4 was between 8:00 and 11 :00 a.m.; 9:009:30 a.m. was probably average. The GB&W dispatcher
would have to coordinate a call time with the Ann
Arbor and Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad to meet their
car ferries at Kewaunee. Most times the GB& W dispatcher would not call a train crew until he heard
from the AA or C&0 that the car ferry had actually left
the slip at Frankfort or Ludington and were on their
way to Kewaunee. He then knew he had 4-5 hours to
get the train to Kewaunee to meet the boat or boats.
Train #4 was a little trickier to call because they did
the switching at New Franken, Luxemburg, Casco
Junction and downtown Kewaunee. Train crews by
agreement had to have a one hour and 30 minute
call before they had to report on duty.
Sounds like a lot of time, but in reality it wasn't. By
the time you would eat or get ready to go and drive
into work, the time went fast. If there was way freight
work at any station along the way, you would be late
getting to Kewaunee and the boat would be there
waiting sometimes. The one thing the day train had
going for them was the actual size of the train going
to Kewaunee; #4 was usually 20 to 35 cars and later
years was even smaller. You hardly ever had trouble
getting over the grade up through Baird's Creek to
the Summit, although you could be down to 6-8 mph
sometimes. Normally one unit was used on #4 bePage 4 GREEN BAY AND WESTERN LINES

cause of the smaller train size. The exception was if
#2 at night missed the connection with the night Kewaunee #2 and then #4 would bring that train to Kewaunee the next morning and you could be looking
at 90-100+ cars sometimes.
Winter conditions also could call for two units on
the day Kewaunee job too. When the wye at Kewaunee was still in use and you only had one engine
headed east, you could turn the engine before you
headed back to Green Bay. Usually this was done
after handling the car ferry, or if
you went downtown to switch the industries. After
the wye was removed, you had to run backward with
the engine one way or the other. Engineer Gerry Lemerond preferred to run long end first from Green
Bay to Kewaunee. When he got to Kewaunee, he
would be on the north side of the engine to take signals when you were down by the boat, and it was a
more relaxing trip on the way back to Green Bay with
the engine headed west after being on duty for a
longer period of time.
At Norwood the 6:30 a.m. yard job would make up
#4 on the new wye. That was the farthest north track
and held 24 cars from 12th Ave. to the clearance
point on the north end by Howard Street. The very
first cars to go down the new wye would be cars for
New Franken, then Luxemburg, then Casco Junction. On switch lists they were marked "13" for New
Franken, "19" for Luxemburg, and "23" for Casco
Junction. Cars for Kewaunee proper, or downtown
cars, were marked "36", however sometimes these
were mixed with the C&O and Ann Arbor "boat" cars.
The reason for this was that the Kewaunee train
crew would switch out the train at Kewaunee and
would line up the "36" or downtown cars themselves
and usually would switch the Kewaunee industries
downtown after handling the car ferries so as not to
delay the boats any longer than possible. At Norwood if more than 24 cars were going on #4 then the
old wye was used to hold the balance of boat cars.
The old wye, however, was also the switching lead
so only about 17-18 cars could be put there without
fouling the switches for the other yard tracks. Then
#4's engine would have to double over from the north
end to get their train together.
There also were two passing tracks from 13th
Avenue to Oneida Street. The "north" pass held 40
cars, the "south" pass held 30 cars, with the main
line running down the middle. If #4 was 30-50 cars
for some reason, the head end would be made up on
the new wye and the rest or rear of the train would
be pulled up in usually the north pass with the ca-

boose on the rear or west end. The only problem
was you had to cut the crossings at 14th Ave., 15th
Ave. and Oak St. When #4 was called they would
couple their engines on the north end of the new wye
and then back up into the north pass, couple up
those crossings and then pullout. Caboose 617 was
assigned to the day Kewaunee job at this time. The
regular day job crew was: Norm Jobelius, conductor;
Vince Oettinger, rear brakeman; Ed Bowden, head
brakemen; Ken Johnson, fireman; and Hubert
"Heimer" Schultz, engineer. Of course train and engine men could bid on other jobs at certain times by
seniority, so personnel on these trains would
change. When a regular man laid off, or was on vacation, his vacancy would go to the extra board. At
any rate the day Kewaunee job was considered a
"good" job. It normally was close to an 8 hour job, but
could go longer if more than one boat was handled:In 1968 the total hours on duty allowable was 16. It
was later reduced to 14 hours and finally to 12 hours
which is still in effect today. Because the total mileage round trip to Kewaunee and back was 72 miles,
the basic day rate of pay of 100 miles or less was in
effect. If you worked more than 8 hours, the time and
one half rate was paid on any time after 8 hours. Because it was a 7 day assignment you could work it as
many days as you wanted. However time and a half
was not paid on the 6th or 7th day as it was your
choice to work that many days. Some men would
work longer and then layoff for 3 or 4 days in a row.
Others would work a normal 5 day week and then
layoff one or two days. There were times though,
when the extra board was used up, or no one was
available, so not everyone could layoff when they
wanted. As time went on this became even more difficult as the railroad did not want to staff a
larger extra board. As in most businesses, the
idea was to operate with as few people as possible.
The real plan for #4 was to get them to Kewaunee
as early as possible to handle a car ferry or two and
then return to Green Bay as train # 1 so the cars
could be switched out and added to west bound train
#1. By timetable schedule however, #1 could not
leave Kewaunee before 12:45 p.m. with arrival at
Norwood by 2:05 p.m. This would give the Norwood
yard job time to switch the train and add the cars to
west bound #1 for a 3:45 p.m. call or later. The Ford
auto parts were always "hot" and had to make westbound #1 out of Norwood if at all possible. Car ferries did not run on the same schedule every day, although the C&O, during summer months,
would try to have one of their boats at noon and
midnight to handle passengers and their autos.
Ann Arbor would run on a turnaround basis, or as
soon as they were loaded at Frankfort they would
leave for Kewaunee. C&O and Ann Arbor both pro-

vided service to Manitowoc and Milwaukee also, so
their boats were on the move most of the time. In
1968 the C&O was still running the Badger, Spartan
and Midland and the Ann Arbor had the Viking, Arthur K. Atkinson and leased the GTW Milwaukee at
times. If train #4 got an early call at Norwood and
handled one or two boats at Kewaunee and was
ready to leave Kewaunee as #1 before the 12:45
p.m. timetable schedule, the dispatcher would annul
them and run them as "Extra 309 West" from Kewaunee to Norwood to get them back to Green Bay as
early as possible. Sometimes on
days when this happened other Ann Arbor or
C&O boats would arrive at Kewaunee at 3 or 4 p.m.
Now there was no train there to handle them as # 1
or Extra West already left for Green Bay.
The dispatcher did not want to have the boats sit
there until #2, the night Kewaunee job, got to Kewaunee at midnight, so an extra East would be called at
Green Bay in early afternoon to go to Kewaunee and
handle the boat or boats. I worked a few of these extras to Kewaunee but that did not happen often. On
these occasions, sometimes, a rare meet would happen at Casco Junction or Summit between the returning Extra West from Kewaunee and #2 that evening. Sometimes an early morning eastbound #4
would meet a late morning westbound #3 at these
locations. The dispatcher would try to get #3 to the
Summit for the meet with #4 because if #4 had work
at New Franken and Luxemburg, #3 would be sitting
at Casco Junction waiting. Usually the hours of service for #3 would be getting short. Most of the time
#3 would arrive and be tied up at Norwood before #4
would be called or at least depart, so they would actually meet at Norwood.
A typical trip on #4 would start with a call from the
dispatcher, telling you what time to report on duty. As
I said, it was usually one hour and 30 minutes before
train time. If you were head brakeman, you would
stop at the 12th Avenue yard office and meet the
conductor and rear brakeman. There you would get
the train orders and work lists. The dispatcher would
have a note stapled to the train orders with spotting
instructions for cars at New Franken and Luxemburg.
At Casco Junction it was a straight set out and pick
up of cars to and from the A& W as the A& W was
still operating their own trains yet in 1968. You would
then go down to the roundhouse and meet the engineer and fireman, give them the train orders to read
and then bring the engine or engines around the east
wye at Norwood and back on to usually the new wye
and couple into your train. You would then wait to
hear by radio from the conductor or rear brakeman. If
your train was all on the new wye, the conductor and
rear brakemen would board the caboose 617 and do
a set and release brake test and then depart. If the
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rear of your train was up in the north pass, the rear
brakeman would use the radio to back up and get the
rear end. Usually a car inspector would be in the caboose at Oneida Street for the brake test. You would
then pullout slowly and the conductor and rear brakeman would board the caboose when it got to 12th
Avenue. At this time the McDonald yard was not built
yet so there was no stop there. In later years #4
would pick up boat cars and "short" cars from the
McDonald yard and C&NW transfer. "Short" cars were
New Franken, Luxemburg, Casco Junction or Kewaunee industries. After crossing the Fox River Bridge,
there could be some delays as the Milwaukee, C&NW
and GB&W all had switch
engines working the paper mills and the cheese
house industries at Haevers. Sometimes the main
track would be blocked with cars and you would have
to wait for a switch job to clear the main line. After
Haevers, the ride up to the Summit could be slow if
you had a heavy train and one engine or even a big
train and two engines. Once the Summit was reached
at Mile Post 10, the speed would increase. The siding
at the Summit had a switch at the east end only and
the siding would hold 57 cars. It was on the north side
of the main line. The track was exceptionally good
with a speed limit of 45 mph. If you had work at New
Franken or Mile Post 13, that would be the 1st stop.
Most cars for New Franken were boxcars of feed and
grain for Basten Feed Mill. These were mostly 40' Milwaukee or CNW cars. In later years N.E. W. Plastics
from Luxemburg would unload large covered hoppers
of plastic pellets at New Franken. Sometimes there
would be two or three cars for them. Basten Milling
stopped getting grain and feed cars probably in the
mid 1970s. New Franken was not an everyday stop,
but still had rail service into the late 1980s - early
1990s. The siding at New Franken was on the south
side of the main line with a switch on the east end
only. The track would hold 16 cars.
At Luxemburg, Mile Post 19, there were two sidings. The siding on the south side of the main line had
the switch on the east end only and held 24 cars. This
track served Luxemburg Milling Co. and Northbrook
Lumber & Feed. Northbrook was the 1 st customer on
the siding. Both these mills received feed and grain in
40' boxcars and also small covered hoppers. Most of
these cars were C&NW, Milwaukee, SOO, IC CGW,
etc. They also received fertilizer in larger CP, CN,
SOO etc. covered hoppers, especially in fall and early
spring. Tank cars were also spotted with, I believe,
liquid fertilizer. On the north side of the main line was
a shorter siding with switches at both ends. This track
held about 8-10 cars. On the east end of the siding
was a drive-to type dock/ramp for spotting box cars or
flat cars for loading/unloading. We used to spot C&O
boxcars of salt that came across the Lake for unloadPage 6 GREEN BAY AND WESTERN LINES

ing at this ramp. Also, farm machinery on flat cars
was unloaded there too. This track was used as a
"house" track for shippers from around the area to
ship or receive their products. If need be, it also could
be used as a runaround
track. About the mid 70s, the east main line switch
was removed, and finally the west switch and entire
track was taken out. Luxemburg was almost a daily
stop for #4 and sometimes #3. Several cars a day
could be set out and picked up there. By 1989, when I
worked the Kewaunee job for 7 months, the only cars
we set out there were the 100 ton covered hoppers of
fertilizer. That was mostly in the fall and spring. Today, Luxemburg is the end of the CN line from Green
Bay. They do ship blocks of com in covered hoppers
several times a year and some fertilizer is still received by rail. How long this will continue is anyone's
guess, but to maintain 19 miles of railroad for this
amount of business would seem unlikely for long.
At Casco Junction, Mile Post 23, there were two
tracks on the north side of the main line. The passing
track held 42 cars with man line switches on both
ends. Near the east end of this siding was another
track with two switches off of this siding. This track
held 14 cars. A third switch off of the passing track on
the east end led to the A& W main line which headed
north toward Casco. In 1968, one could still see the fill
and some old ties where the east wye came off the
A& W and swung to the east to connect with the
KGB& W main line. This had been removed years before. At this time, the A&W was still operating its own
trains from Algoma to Casco Junction, but the line to
Sturgeon Bay from Algoma had already been embargoed. A&W ran 2 or 3 times a week down to Casco
Junction from Algoma. However, #4 would set cars
out to the A&W at Casco Junction every day if they
would have them. They would pick up cars from the
A&W on days they ran. Usually #4 would set out on
the longer passing track, and the A&W would leave
their cars on the shorter 14 car runaround. Most traffic
to the A& W was boxcars of pressboard and plywood
for the U.S. Plywood Champion Paper plant which
later became Algoma Hardwoods. These cars came
from the west and also the car ferries. There also
were cars of feed and grain for Casco and for awhile
there was a Milwaukee Road 50' piggyback flat with a
40' Milwaukee Road trailer that went to Algoma. It
came from Green Bay over the Milwaukee transfer.
The GBW also would set out the 7000 series Hart ballast cars to be loaded with ballast at Rio Creek for
GBW track projects and general main line reballasting. This gravel came from a pit near Casco
and was loaded by a local contractor. Liquid fertilizer
tanks made by Calumet Corp. on large rubber tires for
use in farm fields were also loaded on 50' flat cars,
usually 3 per car, and shipped from Algoma.

In 1972, when GBW started operating on the A&
W, flat cars and gondolas loaded with sheet steel in
various sizes were shipped to Algoma, unloaded on to
trucks and driven to Sturgeon Bay shipyards.
After setting out and/or picking up at Casco Junction, #4 would depart for Kewaunee. The train now
consisted of the Ann Arbor and C&O boat cars out of
Green Bay and any cars picked up at New Franken,
Luxemburg and Casco Junction. Some of these cars
could also be boat cars, but most probably would be
brought back to Green Bay from Kewaunee. On arrival at
Kewaunee you might cut the train off at the switch
to the downtown track. If you had time to switch the
downtown industries before the boat, you could do
that, but you did not want to delay the boat if at all
possible. The downtown customers were Hamachek
Machine Co, Hamilton Manufacturing Co., Kewaunee
Co-op, Kewaunee Lumber and Supply and W. Seyk
Co. You could have cars of grain and feed and fertilizer for the Co-op and W. Seyk Co., lumber and other
building materials for Kewaunee Lumber. Hamilton
made furniture and needed empty boxcars to load
and Hamachek would load flat cars with machinery
that they made. The downtown track ended several
car lengths past the old original KGB&W depot east
ofHwy. 42. Sometimes cars were spotted at the end
of the track for "drive to" unloading or loading. Several
times empty boxcars were spotted there for hay bale
loading from local farmers to customers throughout
the Midwest. Most industry tracks downtown were
stub tracks with the switch on the east end, except
Hamachek Machine Co. had the switch on the west
end. Going downtown you could at times have cars
behind and ahead of the engines! As I said before,
you rarely went downtown before handling the car ferries, except if there were cars downtown that were for
the car ferries and had to move on the boat that day.
If you did not go downtown when you arrived at
Kewaunee, you would go right down the main line to
the ferry-yard. At the ferry yard the main line actually
was the switching lead and at the very east end of the
switch lead was car ferry slip # 1 which was closest to
the Lake. On the
south side of the switching lead was the runaround
which went from slip # 1 all the way back to Hwy. 42
overhead. You could runaround about 40 cars or
there was a crossover from this runaround to the
switching lead in which you could runaround about 15
-16 cars. This was known as the "short" runaround. If
you had 16 cars or less, you could use this short
runaround, saving a trip all the way back to Hwy. 42
overhead. While the head brakeman brought the engines around, the rear brakeman and the conductor
bled up the air on the train so it could be switched out.
Most of the boat cars on #4 originated out of Green

Bay. They were cars of paper out of the Proctor &
Gamble, James River, Green Bay Packaging and Fort
Howard mills. There were also cars of meat and
cheese from Liebman Packing (later University Cold
Storage), Pauly, Schreiber and Atlas Cheese Co.,
canned goods from Zimonick Bros. and Larsen Co.
and Green Bay Food.
Loads that came to Green Bay customers from
across the Lake when emptied had to go back as
empties. Green Bay Food would get bulk salt in 40'
C&O boxcars from across the Lake. These cars would
go back when empty. Dundee Cement Hoppers came
over the car ferries from Dundee, Michigan to its
Green Bay plant and then went back empty. Some of
the more unique loads going across the lake were
large truck cranes made by Northwest Engineering
here in Green Bay and also cranes made in Escanaba, Michigan by P&H Corp. These would consist of
4 or 5 flat cars with the motorized main crane body on
one flat car and boom sections on 3 or 4 other flats.
The Northwest cranes were usually on tracks where
the P&H cranes were on regular rubber tires which
were very large. The P&H cranes came from the Milwaukee Road transfer and the Northwest cranes
came over the C&NW transfer here at Green Bay.
Automobile car frames came up from the A.O. Smith
plant in Milwaukee on the Milwaukee Road and were
transferred to the GB& W here at Green Bay to go
across the Lake to auto plants in lower Michigan.
These were usually on flat cars of various lengths.
For awhile in the late '70s early '80s, the Chessie
System had a few of their 70 ton coal hoppers go to
the C. Reiss Coal Co. here in Green Bay for coal
loading to use for fuel on the Badger. Usually the cars
would move on #2 at night and were spotted in the
bow on one of the center tracks and unloaded on the
way over to Ludington. On the return to Kewaunee
they would be pulled off the boat with the other revenue cars and brought back to Green Bay to be reloaded for the night trip. Some other large loads to be
ferried were counter weights for lift bridges, large generators and other loads that were spread out over
three or more cars. Power Co. poles were loaded on
flats or long gondolas with idler flats between them or
on one end to protect overhanging ends. These multilength loads always had to go on the center tracks of
the boats. In most cases the pin lifters on these cars
were blocked or wired down so you could not, by mistake, uncouple them except for the ends. These cars
could never be "kicked" while switching and had to be
shoved to a stop before they could be uncoupled. On
another note, almost all of the GB&W Alco locomotives came to the railroad via car ferries. On March
14, 1980, Stan Mailer and I were at Kewaunee when
the day Kewaunee job pulled the "new" C-424s, 320
Continued on page 10
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All photos on these two pages taken by Ray Kacuba on April 19, 1983
Top: Over view of #305 working the boat at Kewaunee
Bottom: #305 leaving the boat yard past Kewaunee Engineering
-GBWHS Archives
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Top: East of Casco
Bottom: Luxemburg
-GBWHS Archives
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& 321 out of the car ferry into bright Wisconsin sunshine.
The ferry yard itself consisted of 8 yard tracks to
switch and hold cars for the Ann Arbor and Chesapeake and Ohio railroads. The ferry yard also was
considered to be interchange tracks between the
GB& W , AA and C&O. When the Kewaunee jobs
reached the yard limit board at Kewaunee, the AA,
and C&O cars in their trains were listed as being interchanged to them. That is why the night Kewaunee
job always tried to make the yard limit board by midnight as then the cars were technically interchanged
and the GBW would not have to pay another days
per diem or rental on these cars. They did not even
have to be loaded on the boats as long as they were
in the yard limits. I assume the same deal applied to
the GBW at Frankfort and Ludington. The conductors
recorded the arrival time at the yard limit board on
their wheel reports or delay sheets. Many time conductor's times showed arrival at Kewaunee at 11:55
or even 11:59 p.m., saving the GBW another 24 hour
per diem on 80-100 cars.
The yard tracks in the ferry yard were numbered
as follows: #3, 4, 5, 6, 7, stub, 8, and 9. #3 was the
shortest, and #9 was the longest. #3 came off the
south end of the switching lead down nearest slip #
1. #9 was the last switch off the north end of the
switching lead and ran parallel to the road going
down to the ferry yard depot and Coast Guard Station. By the way, this road was actually Hwy .29
which ran across the entire state of Wisconsin from
Minneapolis - St. Paul and ended at car ferry slip #1.
When you ran around your train using either the
short runaround, 16 cars or less, or the entire runaround, 40 cars or less, you would couple into the
back of your caboose, in this case caboose 617 was
used on train #4 and #1. The conductor would have a
"turn over" list of all the yard tracks and the cars on
them. He could then see where the AA loads and
empties were, and the C&O loads and empties were.
Most of the time, the yard had cars in it from the night
job that didn't ferry. The cars in #4 were all mixed so
you had to switch them out. It was best to keep AA
empties on a track, AA loads on another track, and
the same for C&O cars. If there were Kewaunee industry cars in your train you would keep them on
a separate track. Cars for Kewaunee Engineering
Co. would eventually be spotted into their yard which
was northwest of the ferry yard. The cars that #4
picked up at New Franken, Luxemburg, and Casco
Junction which were originally right behind the engines were now the rear cars on the
switching lead. Sometimes you would cut them off
on the lead by #3 track switch and use them for idlers
to pull the boat. When you got down to the caboose
you would normally put it on #9 track. #8 and #9
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were usually left clear to put the cars on that came
off the boat or boats. #9 would hold 24-25 cars which
was usually a full boatload. #8 was a little shorter but
if you had two boats you normally could get them all
on #8 and #9 track with the caboose on the rear to
return to Green Bay. Usually the conductor and head
brakeman would switch out the train. The rear brakeman would stay down in the yard to make air hoses
as the cars rolled down the different tracks. He would
also be in position to watch the ends of the tracks
when they got full of cars. All of the tracks were stub
ended.
With the train switched out and the caboose now
on #9 track you would bring the engine down the
lead and cut the air in the idlers. If you needed more
idlers you could get them off of #3 track. That is usually where some empty cars were left for that purpose. There was a small
"conductors" shack between #3 track and the lead
very near slip #1. The building had large windows
facing the lead and car ferry slip. It had a desk and
chairs, fuel oil stove, and flood lights aimed towards
the tracks at night.
If the car ferry was already docked and the passengers, autos and semis were unloaded, you would
talk to the mate on duty and see which track he
wanted to pull first to start unloading. The two brakemen would do the unloading as the conductor in the
shack would take the car numbers as they came by.
He then would have a train list of the cars in order as
they came off the boat.
The normal unloading procedure would be to start
on either the port or starboard wing. You would couple up with three, four or five idlers to the cars in the
wing. Engines were not allowed on the apron or boat.
Deck hands would remove the wheel stops and cut
the air brakes in. If all 6 or 7 cars in the wing were
empty you would pullout slowly and then go to the
other wing. Now the boat would be listing on the opposite side you pulled out of. The apron would be
twisted to match the boats list. The counter weights
and cables would be creaking and groaning as you
shoved into the low wing on the boat. Engineers had
to be very aware of their speed while coupling up to
cars on the boat. When the joint was made and air
brakes cut in on the 2nd wing, you would pullout
slowly. The boat would slowly start to level out as
more cars came out of the wing on to the apron.
When the last car came out of the wing, the boat
would usually be level again. Next would be to pull
one of the centers. If there were any loads on the
boat they would be on the center tracks. As you
would pull the first center out, the boat might list a
little the opposite way. Then you would pull the other
center, the last track on the boat, with cars. As the
last car came out of the boat on to the apron, you

would tell the engineer on the radio that you were off
the boat and to take them out to #9 track. The head
brakeman would ride out on the hind car and stop the
train by radio when it got over #9 switch. You would
then shove in on top of the caboose and couple up
and cut the air in. In the meantime, the rear brakeman
would walk over to the end of #9 track from the car
ferry slip and watch the shove. If the boat had a full
load of 24 cars, the caboose would be right down to
the dirt pile on the end of the track. The rear brakeman would use the radio to stop you at the end of the
track. If all of the cars didn't fit on #9 you would put
the balance on #8. The head brakeman would then
hang on to the idlers and pick up on the track that had
the cars on to load the boat. Most of the time you
would have to pick up on a 2nd track to have a full
load for the boat. You would then pullout on to the
lead and shove down to the boat. By this time the
conductor would have his train list and wheel report
finished and he would be out on the apron to load the
boat. You would load the boat in reverse order it was
unloaded, first one center, then the other center, then
one wing and finally the last wing. All four tracks on
the boat had large steel bumpers on the end of the
tracks in the bow. You had to shove
the cars up tight against these bumpers. With the
slack shoved in tight against the bumpers, the deck
hands would put the wheel clamps on, break the airs
hoses to set the brakes, and the cars would be secure
to make the trip back across the Lake.
With the boat loaded, you would hang on to the
idlers and pull back out on to the apron. You would
then make sure the boat was level and if the mate
said it was "OK", you were done. If there was a little
list, the boat could level itself by using its ballast tanks
by adding water on the port or starboard side. If there
were a lot of autos and semis to go on the back of the
boats, you would wait to make sure they would all fit
on the boat. Once in awhile, you might have to take
off a freight car or two to get all the autos on. While
they were loading autos, the train crew would go up
on the boat for a cup of coffee and a sandwich.
The whole procedure for unloading and loading a
boat would average about one hour and 30 minutes.
However, if a car ferry arrived with 24 loaded cars and
you had 24 loads to put back on from the yard a twohour time limit was not unusual. With 6 loads in each
wing, you could only pullout three from the first wing.
Then you would go to the other wing and sometimes
you could only pull three from that wing. The boat list
would become too severe and you would risk a derailment on the apron if you tried to take more than three
cars out of the wing. You would have to seesaw back
and forth from wing to wing until they were clear. Usually you could pull the entire centers out without making a cut. In reloading the boat with 24 loads you

would fill the centers first and then start the see saw
operation from wing to wing to keep the list minimal.
There was a trimmer gauge mounted to the center
stanchion between the center tracks on the rear of the
boat. It looked like a big clock with one hand. The
mate would watch this gauge, and as the boat listed
the hand would move so many degrees to the listed
side. At a certain degree, the mate would have you
stop the train and then a cut would be made and you
would have to go over to the other wing to get the
boat level. Of course even loaded cars varied in
weight. A car of Proctor and Gamble paper was not as
heavy as a car of lumber, fertilizer or cement; the
unload/load procedure could vary. Also, each boat
would list differently. If I remember correctly, the AA
boats tipped more easily than the C&O boats. The
older conductors knew each boats capabilities and
also had the loads figured out weight wise pretty darn
close. Engine crews were also very good at controlling the speed of the train while unloading and loading
a boat. When shoving the cars up tight against the
bumpers in the boat, the conductor would give car
signals on the radio and with about one car to go; he
would tell the engineer "to find the end". The engineer
would actually feel the slack push in against the engine and knew the cars were up against the bumper.
One would have to be very careful with that much
weight; if you hit the bumper a little too hard you could
actually push the boat away from the apron as the
locking bars from the boat to the apron would disconnect. That could be a big problem. There were derailments on the apron, usually when the boat was listing
quite a bit and the apron was twisted. Most of the time
it would be just one set of wheels and between the
deck hands and train crew the car could be re-railed.
If there was damage to the decking on the apron
GB&W section men would be called to repair any
damaged planks.
With the boat loaded with freight cars, passengers,
autos and semis, it would unlock from the apron, pullout into the harbor, drop the rear sea gate, and head
out the channel to the Lake. #4 usually handled the
AA boat so when it cleared the channel, it would head
northeast toward Frankfort. The train crew would then
put any idler cars back on #3 track, except if they
used cars from New Franken, Luxemburg, or Casco
Junction. They would bring these back to Green Bay.
If Kewaunee Engineering needed a switch, you
would do that next. There was another track called the
long pass which ran from just west of #9 track switch
on the north side of the main line all the way back under Hwy. 42 to almost the Kewaunee River out by the
downtown switch. This long pass would probably hold
70-80 cars. There was a crossover from the main line
to the long pass right under the Hwy. 42 overhead.
Kewaunee Engineering switch was off of this long
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pass but down on the east end in the ferry yard. It was
a stub end track which held probably 8-10 cars inside
the fenced Kewaunee Engineering yard. There was a
ramp near the end of the track to load or unload cars.
They would get flats and gons of all different kinds of
steel. Kewaunee Engineering also made airplane
movers. These were used at airports and military
bases to move large aircraft in and out of hangers or
loading slots. I always thought they looked like a cement slab with 4 wheels and headlights; they were
only about 5" high, but they were very heavy. I suppose they had to be to tow 747s and DC-I0s around
airports. They were loaded on 50' or 60' flat cars and
chained down securely. Because the Kewaunee Engineering switch was on the east end you had to either
run around the cars or drop them to get them in the

yard. When you first arrived at the ferry yard with your
train, if the Kewaunee Engineering cars were near the
engine, you could stop and do the switch then. If they
were farther back in the train, it would be too hard to
back into the siding with a lot of cars or you may not
even have the head room if the engine would be way
down the lead near slip #1.
The next thing would be to pick up any cars that
were for downtown that you lined up when you
switched your train or that came off the boat. You
would have those next to the engine. You would then
double your train together, usually from #8 to #9 or
just #9 if you had only one boat. The operator from
the depot would then drop off any new train orders or
messages from the dispatcher while you were making
your air test.
-Dan Luedke

To be continued

Bob Hainstock pondering the intricacies of operating Jordan Spreader X-190 on October 3, 2006 (Story in Volume 1,
Number 1, out of print). The X-190 was being used that day to level some piles of dirt and fouled ballast dumped by a
track cleaning machine along the “runner” track in the former CNW yard in Green Bay. The GBW acquired the Jordan
in the mid-thirties from the Wisconsin and Michigan Railroad, along with some other cars. It is a model 2-200 and it is
believed that it was built in the early thirties.
The X-190 is currently out-of-service and its future is questionable.
-GBWHS Archives
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Page from Time Table #89, February 26, 1967, showing Kewaunee Division trains #4 & #1 and trains #2 & #3.
All stations are shown.
-Dan Luedke Collection
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Collection of John Hagen
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COMPANY

STORE
The Green Bay &
Western Steam
Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos
from the Roy
Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas
E. Burg
Available through
your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price
($20 non-member) +
3.00 s/h
Published by
Merrill Publishing
Associates, P.O. Box 51,
Merrill, WI 54452

REFERENCE MATERIALS
DRAWINGS
The Green Bay Junction yard and depot drawing,
circa 1926.
Norwood Yard Property arrangement
Trackage at Eastman and Quincy St
Track arrangement at Luxemburg
Shipping

GBWHS STORE ORDER FORM
(copy this form to preserve your newsletter)
$5.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$4.00

Other items in development stages:
Coming soon! More drawings, plus a GBW right of way
standards book is being developed. This book features track and
sign standards found on the GBW right of way. Prices TBA

GBWHS, Inc.
Introduces photo CD.
The CD will contain photos from the camera and
collection of H. Weldon McGee.
That’s correct, you will be able to have your very own
library of photos such as will be presented at the 4th
Annual Dinner being held in Green Bay April 24th. And
the good news; while the slide show being presented at
the dinner will be limited in length, the Cd will contain
somewhere around 100 photos from the Green Bay &
Western in the 60’s!
The time or introduction is not yet set but we hope to heve
some available at the dinner.

Mail your order to:
Green Bay and Western Historical Society
P.O. Box 12713
Green Bay, WI, 54307-2713
Ship to:
Name ______________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________
City_______________________State_____ Zip __________
Photo CD
_________
Drawings:
GB Jct
_________
Norwood
_________
Eastman & Quincy _________
Luxemburg
_________
Please reserve one hopper car @ $20.00
_________
or both @ $40.00
_________
plus total shipping
_________
minus my membership discounts
_________
Total
_________
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NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT!
The GBWHS is proud to introduce our second
special run car at the TTS April 24th & 25th.
This time we are doing a 50 ton, 2 bay P-S hopper car from a series (401—420) built in 1949.
They were based on a slightly modified 1935
AAR standard design. Originally painted red and
lettered for the KGB&W, they were repainted
yellow and lettered for the GB&W beginning in
1967. This was completed (as best as we can
determine) in sometime in 1970.
This is another fine, factory painted and lettered
Accurail model available in 2 numbers, 416 &
419, as shown. Anyone who purchases more
than two cars and would like additional numbers,
decals will be supplied at no additional charge.
Cost is $20.00 per car.
Artwork (above) and photo of actual model (below)
Courtesy of Accurail

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society

FRV
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc. is to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and
artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the public through our
GBWHS newsletter, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit, Wisconsin Corporation.
Our newsletter is in its third volume, we are about to introduce second special run model to the market, are
currently seeking a restoration project and we are creating our historical archives.
Help is needed, in many forms, from writing articles for our newsletter, helping with the archives and
cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and
developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are
building. For further information use the addresses below or check the masthead on page 2.

Email:
Postal Mail:
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information@gbwhs.org
GBWHS, PO Box 12713, Green Bay, WI 54307-2713

